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Subproject Name

Total subproject budget (USD)
Annual subproject budget
(USD)
Date

Capacity building on mainstreaming green growth
agenda into national, sub-national and sectorial
strategies and action plan
USD 499,730 including 10% contingency (LENS2
finance only)
USD 238,165 including 10% contingency (LENS2
finance only)
July 20, 2017
DPICE

I DCBI

Objectives of this document: This document aims at summarizing the overall situation of the
subprojects (budget expenditure, budget saved, new activities proposed, budget reallocation
etc.) as well as opportunities and barriers identified during the last implementation year.
The evaluation of the implementation performance of the subproject as well as the LENS2
Project Development Objective (PDO) progress will be based on the content of this document.
It has to be submitted to EPF focal point before July 20th, 2017.

This first part presents the general context of the subproject. [Information expected in the narrative
are: short presentation of the subproject objectives, Project start date and Project End date]

>>-

Window: PICE
Objective: To develop MPI's and NIER's capacity to incorporate green growth vision into
the planning and monitoring of national, sub-national and sector plans

>-

Explanation:
To support MPI and NIER in drafting "green growth strategy" and establishment of
"green growth promotion center of Lao PDR"
To support implementation of the national social-economic development vision 2030
and strategy 2025 and the 8th Five years socio-economic development plan (20162025)
To support an implementing in sector strategies in terms of translating green growth
objectives into their policies and plans
To establish GG M&E Framework and M&E database system, as well as handbook in
order to support a monitoring GG indicators
To strengthen capacity for core staff related to green growth knowledge, including but
not limit to green growth policy design and implementation, GG indicator monitoring
and result monitoring
To maintain and further development of cooperation network with agencies concerned,
particularly with planning agencies at central and sub-national level to ensure sectors'
implementing of green growth strategy

>-

Project start and end date: 18 June 2017 - 30 September 2019

10/11/2017
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This second part presents the financial status and disbursement
from EPF) of the subproject.

(including direct payment

Total Expanses [complete the table below]
Total
contract
amount

Fund
advance/
Transfer

Expanses
from SDA's
account

2

3

4

5

MPI+NIER

499,730

10,000

555.29

SDA

Disbursemen
t

Total
fund
balance

6

7=4+6

8=3-7

117.29

10,117.29

489,612.
71

Direct
Payment
by EPF

Remark

Annual budget per component [complete the table below without contingency]
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Component 1:
Building
political
momentum and
public support
knowledge
dissemination
about GG
Component 2:
GG definition
for Lao PDR
and how it
should be
carried out and
GG
mainstreaming
in national
planning and
monitoring
Component 3:
Sub-project
management
and
im plementation
support
Total
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215,200

0%

187,100

0%

51,327.42

1.29%

453,627.42

0.14%

0

0

52,000

672.58

454,300

672.58
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This third part presents and analyzes subproject outcomes mentioned in the subproject
results framework for this year. The aim is to understand whether annual target planned are
reachable. [Information expected in the narrative are listed below]

•

Outcome indicator 1 : [% increase of the score of functional capacity of SDAs and]
Recap annual target for the year: 33%
Recap baseline: 5%
Result achieved: 15%
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: SDA does not meet the annual
target yet, because there is six months since the sub-project was sign and the first
budget transfer only happened in 2 months ago due to complicate procedure of
opening a bank account of the SDA.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

•

Outcome indicator 2 : [Direct project beneficiary of which (%) women as measured
by additional staff of public and partner institutions having completed basic adaptive
traing]
Recap annual target for the year: 125
Recap baseline: 55
Result achieved: 55
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: the SDA does not meet the
annual target yet, because there is six months of implementing the sub-project and a
number of workshops and training are delayed to 03 and 04 due to an institutional
restructuring with in the SDA. So, we hope to reach the target by the end of this year.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: Yes.
The new value proposed for annual target is 50.

•

Intermediate outcome indicator 1.1 : [Improvement in the sector strategies in terms
of translating green growth objectives into their policies, indicators]
Recap annual target for the year: 0
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: watch for (MOF, MPI, MAF, MONRE, NIER and MPWT)
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: The annual target for this
indictor is zero in 2017 since the target is aimed for 2018 and 2019 and that the GG
strategy has to be done before.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed. None

•

Intermediate

outcome

indicator

1.2 : [Improvement

in evidence from events
forms about their own perception and action towards
growth into their sectors, influenced by MPIIGGGIIWB-

participant evaluation
mainstreaming
green
supported events
Recap annual target for the year
Recap baseline
Result achieved
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.)
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed. This
indicator is not set a target in the result framework. Therefore, it could not be tracked.

21-Jul-17
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Intermediate outcome indicator 1.3: [High-level political announcement

is made on

the national level commitment or progress to green growth]
Recap annual target for the year: 3
Recap baseline: 2
Result achieved: 2
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: SDA does not meet the annual
target yet, since there is only six months of since a sub-project was signed. However,
we have obtained 2 important documents on the national level commitment to green
growth, namely, an establishment of the National Committee on GG and the
committee for GG Strategy formulation.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

•

Intermediate outcome indicator 2.1 : [GG M&E Framework, which build on the
GGPA-baseline study]
Recap annual target for the year: 1
Recap baseline: 0 (TOR in draft)
Result achieved: 0 (TOR in draft)
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: SDA does not meet the annual
target yet since there is a mid-year review and several sub-projects' activities are
moved to Q3 and Q4. So, we hope to reach our target by the end of the year.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

•

Intermediate outcome indicator 2.2 : [Strategy for mainstreaming GG into
development path is formulated and adopted by the government]
Recap annual target for the year: 1
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: by 2018
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: Document is expected to deliver
and approved by 2018. So, there are many activities are in progress to support the
formulation of the document, namely, inception workshop to discuss on the road map
for the strategy formulation, brainstorming session with agencies concern and
consultation workshops with related sector. Moreover, there is a weekly meeting
among core stuffs.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

•

Intermediate outcome indicator 2.3 : [Number of sector ministries and subnational
government mainstreaming GG into their SEDP, and into monitoring plans and
reporting on GG indicators]
Recap annual target for the year: 0
Recap baseline: 0
Result achieved: 0
Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why (task delayed, etc.)
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

•

Intermediate outcome indicator 2.4 : [GG monitoring and reporting to NA]
Recap
Recap
Recap
Result

21-Jul-17

annual target for the year]
annual target for the year: 1
baseline: 0
achieved: 1
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Does SDA meet annual target? Please explain why: The SDA already met the annual
target. This happened in March, a report to government cabinet and politburo.
Does SDA want to update plan? If yes, please specify the new value proposed: None

This last part presents subproject activity implementation mentioned in the subproject
Annual Work Plan (AWP) for this year, for each component.
Activities implementation [please complete the table
"..-".,-...,...",.,=~

ANALYSIS OF THE SUBPROJECT IMPLEMENTATION;
This part analyzes the level of implementation of each component. [This includes main
outputs achieved, barriers and opportunities identified during the last implementation and
new activities proposed}
Component 1. Building political momentum and public support knowledge
dissemination about green growth
Leaning event (study tour) for high-ranking officials: the first study tour is
planed to be in Korea and proposed to implement in 03. However, there needs
to be agreed among high-ranking officials about their availability. Until recently,
the activity is now on a preparation step for a study tour related details, namely,
preparing an activity proposal and seeking for a support from GGGI and the WB
to identify places to visit and coordinate with Korean counterparts.
Knowledge production and dissemination: there are 2 case studies to be
conducted within 04 this year, aiming to find the way to green the key sectors.
There is no any progress until recently, but informal discussion on study topics
among the core team.
Discussion and knowledge sharing forums: there are two sub-activities under
this topic. The first one is a discussion forum inviting international/national expert
to share experience/lesson around themes of GG in 04, which planed to
organize in 04 and the second one is prepare booth and outreach for annual
Round Table Meeting which also planed to be in 04. Until recently, there is no
progress on both two sub-activities.
Specific technical assistance workshops: there are two sub-activities under
this topic. Frist, there are two workshops that planed to organize in the 03 and
04, which based on specific demand per line ministry's green growth plan. There
is a formal discussion among the core team lately on an idea of running
workshops and topic(s) to be discussed. And second, sub-activity that co21-Jul-17
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financed by GGGI. There is well progress that have been made to support an
initiative of green projects in Lao, especially working with concern departments
on waste management projects/green city project.
Pubic advocacy: there are several sub-activities to promote GG's movement
and disseminate GG's knowledge to public, mainly GG calendar, short film, GG
magazine and plan public campaign for community engagement. Until recently, a
well progress has been made on creating calendar. However, we could not have
the product on time, especially GG calendar for 2016 had been delayed its
publishing due delaying on financial procedure. So, we had moved to publish for
2017, which will be, happen in 03. For magazine, we planed to publish a quarter
per volume. Nevertheless, we are only on our final revision for the first magazine
volume, which aimed to publish in 03 this year. Based on our core team revision,
we might not enable to deliver our target due to time pressure and lacking
capacity. Therefore, we are proposing to reduce a number of magazines to be
delivered from 4 to be 2 per year. So, that we propose to shift a remaining
budget into new sub-activity, i.e. producing GG bags or umbrellas. In addition,
there will be a public campaign to gain communities' engagement into GG
practice, which will be happen in 04. Finally, a short film production is moved to
be next year's activities.

Component 2. Green growth definition for Lao PDR and how it should be
carried out (NIER) and Green Growth mainstreaming in national planning and
monitoring process (DOP)
GG M&E Framework as part of the NSEDP is developed: there are two subactivities under this topic, hiring consultant and reporting monitoring results. For
the ToRs on hiring consultant for establish GG M&E framework and M&E
database system were drafted. We planed to recruit for the positions by 03 and
expected the work to start in the beginning of 04. For reporting monitoring result
on a yearly basis including report to NA during October session is a part of DoP
responsibility to report along with along with NSEDP reporting. This is now on a
preparation for the report.
Strategy for mainstreaming green growth into development path is
formulated and adopted by the government: sub-activities to support the
strategy's formulation are mainly organizing workshops and consultation
sessions with concern agencies to brainstorm ideas and seek for suggestions.
There are 4 workshops were planed to organize this year. The inception
workshop will be in the end of July 2017 and the rest will be consultation
workshops organized in different part of the country. Along with that, there will be
several key informant interviews and discussion sessions with concern sectors
prior the consultation workshops. All mentioned sub-activities would be carried
out during 03 and Q4.
Capacity building for core staff: there are 4 core stuffs will be sent to oversea
training for two different levels. Firstly, 2 technical staffs will be sent for mediumterm training on GG in 04. And secondly, 2 director level staffs will be sent for a
short/intensive training on GG in 04. Until recently, there is only internal
21-Jul-17
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discussion about the course related to GG knowledge, but not yet define
potential institutes that suit with our interest.
Component 3. Sub-Project management and implementation support
Project administration: 5 staffs were sent to join training on project
administration, organized by EPF in May 2017.
Equipment procurement: the activity is not yet successful implement despite of
its two times biding happened in 02. So, there will be third action in place in 03.
The procurement is delayed because unsuccessful bidding process which
was already organized 2 time. In the first time, the bidding price was too
high for all company applied for the auction. In the second time, the
selected company has provided uncompleted document. The third auction
was held on 14 July 2014.

Hiring project technical assistant and accountant: ToRs for recurring project
technical assistant and accountant were drafted and sent to EPFIWB for
comments. However, there is under a discussion whether the two positions will
be combined due to limited budget allocation that is enough to hire both. Another
option is move this activity to locate in other component, i.e. component 2 as to
not excess 10 percent of administrative budget if need to hire both two positions.

Barriers related to the subproject implementation identified
{Please specify barriers identified which impede project implementation. Problems/Complaints
faced and action taken or needs to be taken to solve them]
An implementation of project on overall was delayed

Choose al/ that applv and explain.
D Delay in procurement (with EPF?)
D Delay in financial transaction (with EPF?)
D Due to reasons of Government regulations and other issues related to
authorizing environment for carrying out the activity
DChange in SDA personnel/staff
1Zl0ther
Explanation:
An implementation of project activities was delayed for almost six months due to SDA
institutional restructuring and some other factors such as misunderstanding for
administrative works, delay open bank account, as well as the delay of procurement
process.

Presentation of new activity proposed
New activity proposed: [producing GG bags and umbrella

21-Jul-17
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Producing GG bags and umbrella falls under the activity for public advocacy as to
replace magazine once we reduce a number of publishing from 4 to 2 volumes per
year. This new proposed activity will greatly contribute to promote the green growth
initiative as to advertise green growth implement in Lao PDR. So, the GG initiative
will be wildly recognized once many people use bags. Budget for this activity will be
allocated from GG magazine publishing's cost, which is $6,000.

Opportunities identified to improve subproject implementation
[Please specify good practices / opportunities identified which could improve project
implementation.]

Need more clear training on project administration and well support from a project
coordinator, especially clear explanation on issue matter to the project
implementation.

Approved by:
Signature:

Prepared by:
Signature:
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